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Position: NCC

I am running for RHA Executive Board because I would like to represent Marquette University and show why our school is great. I am use to the board room atmosphere that comes along with the job, as well as getting to experience Marquette student’s to learn and grow as a leader during these conferences. Also I am used to voting on student’s behalves instead of just my own therefore I would vote on issues on how I think Marquette would vote.

What I think helps me if I get the role of NCC is that I am currently in RHA which gives myself prior knowledge on meetings and also other ins and outs of the organization. Also, since attending WURHA it inspired me to run because I want to bring that high energy and what I learned from their and apply that to Marquette. I have ran meetings before due to being president of my class and have spoken in front of various groups. These groups include about 800 at Badger Boy State when I ran for lieutenant governor, my class president speech at graduation, or a formal setting in the Crivitz School Board acting as a student liaison. Being a former student liaison in a formal setting probably prepares me a great deal for the responsibilities that the NCC has to in boardroom at the conferences. Also, for bid writing I want to start that process immediately because I would like to nominate Remove the Blindfold/Justice and Java as program of the year.
When it comes to the organization of RHA due to my prior experiences as a student leader prepare myself to be NCC. With STAR I learned how to adapt with people of various leadership styles and be able to make these leaders work to their highest efficiency. I think another important part of being NCC is that you get to know everyone in the organization and people going to conferences so they can work to their strengths.

Thank you,

Roberto Santos